Hi, Hope … thank you for clarifying and our original determination stands.

Warm regards,
Karen

Karen S. Barnett  
Director of Communications | Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers  
(770) 449-0461, Ext. 116 | kbarrett@iise.org  
www.iise.org

Do you have healthcare process improvement innovations to share? Submit an abstract for HSPI today.

Hi Karen,

That is wonderful to hear, but I feel as if I should clarify: our institutional repository is accessible to anyone, not just our students, faculty, and staff. Please let me know that effects your decision.

Best,

Hope Craft  
Digital Repository Specialist  
Iowa State University  
204 Parks Library  
(515) 294-1439
We have reviewed your request. Since Iowa State University Digital Repository is a non-commercial institutional repository that provides access only to its faculty, students and staff and since all publications deposited in the repository are described with complete bibliographic information for the original publication and an explicit statement identifying the date and owner of copyright, we will allow the authors to share their work.

Again, thank you for your patience and have a wonderful weekend.

Karen

Karen S. Barnett
Director of Communications | Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers
(770) 449-0461, Ext. 116 | kbarnett@iise.org
www.iise.org

Do you have healthcare process improvement innovations to share? Submit an abstract for HSPI today.

From: Karen Barnett
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 1:14 PM
To: 'Craft, Hope C [LIB]' <hmitchel@iastate.edu>
Subject: RE: Case #00377183 - Clarification of IISE Self-Archiving Policy: ATTN: Erica Bagley [
ref:_00D30oeGz_5000c1POIvE:ref ]

Hello, Hope ...

In reading your request, apologies for any delays you’ve encountered. I recently came on board as IISE’s new communications director. Monica is no longer with IISE.

We will review and research your request, and get back to you with a determination. I appreciate your patience and will be back in touch as soon as possible.

Thank you for the detail you’ve provided including titles and history of this request.

Best,
Karen

Karen S. Barnett
Director of Communications | Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers
(770) 449-0461, Ext. 116 | kbarnett@iise.org
www.iise.org

Do you have healthcare process improvement innovations to share? Submit an abstract for HSPI today.

From: Craft, Hope C [LIB] [mailto:hmitchel@iastate.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 11:57 AM
To: Monica Elliott <melliott@iise.org>
Subject: FW: Case #00377183 - Clarification of IISE Self-Archiving Policy: ATTN: Erica Bagley [
ref:_00D30oeGz_5000c1POIvE:ref ]

Hi Monica,

Can you, or someone at your organization, please clarify whether IISE will allow authors to share their work on their institutional repositories? Many other associations have policies for these sorts of questions in place. For example, the
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers and the American Society of Engineering Education both allow authors to share the published versions of their works on both their personal sites and their employer’s websites. On the other hand, the Association for Computing Machinery and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers only allow authors to share their accepted manuscripts on their personal sites or employer’s websites.

I hate to be a nag, but I’ve been bounced back and forth between IISE and CCC for several months now and we have many authors and graduate students who are frustrated and would simply like to know if they can share their IISE proceedings in order to increase the visibility and impact of their scholarship, which is instrumental in helping with their tenure and promotion process or acquiring a job, respectively.

Some kind of clarification would be much appreciated.

Best,

Hope Craft  
Digital Repository Specialist  
Iowa State University  
204 Parks Library  
(515) 294-1439

---

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of info@copyright.com  
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2017 8:20 AM  
To: Craft, Hope C [LIB] <hmitchel@iastate.edu>  
Cc: melliott@iise.org  
Subject: Case #00377183 - Clarification of IISE Self-Archiving Policy: ATTN: Erica Bagley [ref:_00D30oeGz._5000c1POiVE:ref ]

Dear Ms. Mitchell,

Thank you for your email. I hope you are well.

Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) provides copyright permission for the reuse and distribution of copyrighted materials on behalf of copyright holders. For the information you seek, please contact the copyright holder, IISE directly for assistance and feel free to include this letter in your correspondence with them for further clarification if necessary:

IISE  
Toll free: (800) 494-0460  
Phone: (770) 449-0460  
Fax: (770) 441-3295

If you have any further questions regarding CCC’s services, please contact a Customer Service Representative at 855-239-3415 Monday-Friday, 24 hours/day or email info@copyright.com.

Kind regards,  
Erika
Ms. Bagley,

Several months ago, Ms. Elliot suggested I reach out to you for clarification on IISE’s self-archiving policy. I apologize for the delay on my end; it took quite a while to assemble all of these citations. I’ve attached the list for your convenience. Can you please clarify what IISE’s self-archiving policy is for authors? Many of our faculty and graduate students are quite anxious to include some version of their work in their institutional repository.

Iowa State University Digital Repository is a non-commercial institutional repository that provides access to the scholarship of Iowa State University’s faculty, students and staff. This scholarship is made available for personal, educational and research use. All publications deposited in the repository are described with complete bibliographic information for the original publication and includes an explicit statement identifying the date and owner of copyright.

Please do not hesitate to let me know if you have any questions.

Best,